**Tumor to Tumor Metastasis: Lobular Carcinoma of the Breast Metastatic to Renal Cell Carcinoma and Lipoleiomyoma: Case Report**

*Tümrörün Tümör Metastazı: Renal Hücreli Karsinoma ve Lipoleimiyoma Metastaz Yapan Memenin Lobüler Karsinomu*

**ABSTRACT** Tumor to tumor metastasis is a well-known but a rare event. Lung carcinoma, being as a donor and renal cell carcinoma (RCC) serving as a recipient tumor are the most commonly observed tumor to tumor metastasis. Renal cell carcinoma serving as recipient of metastatic breast carcinoma is very rare, and to our knowledge only four cases including three autopsy cases have been reported to date. Herein, we report a case of a 69-year-old woman with invasive lobular carcinoma of the breast that metastasized to RCC and internal genital organs including right ovary, uterus and as well as to a benign tumor, lipoleiomyoma.
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**ÖZET** Tümörden tümöre metastaz oldukça iyi bilinmekle birlikte nadir bir durumdur. Tümörden tümöre metastaz olgularında akciğer karsinomu en sık verici tümör olarak rol alan, renal hücreli karsinom (RHK) ise en sık metastaz kabl eden tümör olarak izlenmektedir. RHK’ın meme karsinom metastazının alıcı olması çok nadir olup bilgilerimizde kadar literatürde rapor edilen üçü otopsi olgusu olmak üzere sadece dört olgu bildirilmiştir. Bu makalede, 69 yaşındaki kadın hastada, RHK yarsısa sağ over ve uterus da dahil internal genital organlara ve aynı zamanda benign bir tümör olan lipoleiomyoma metastazı yapmış memenin invaziv lobüler karsinom olgusunu literatürler eşliğinde sunduk.
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Metastasis of one cancer to another one is an unusual event. Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is the most common malignant recipient tumor where lung carcinoma is the most frequent donor site. Renal cell carcinoma serving as recipient of metastatic breast carcinoma is very rare with only four cases being reported to date. On the other hand, metastasis to the uterus is not also common and comprises less than 10% of all cases of metastasis to female genital tract. Herein, we report a case of an invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) of the breast metastatic to RCC, female genital organs and to a benign tumor, lipoleiomyoma.

**CASE REPORT**

A 69-year-old woman presented with a 3.5 cm mass in her left breast to another medical center. Biopsy of the mass was performed and she then un-
derwent left radical mastectomy with the diagnosis of invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC). Six out of nine axillary lymph nodes were metastatic. We confirmed the histopathological diagnosis of ILC both in biopsy and mastectomy specimens in our department. ILC was of classical type and had moderate nuclear pleomorphism.

Ultrasoundography obtained one month after the operation showed a mass in her right kidney and she was referred to our hospital. Computed tomography scan (CT) of the abdomen revealed a 9.5 cm mass in the right kidney and a 3 cm mass in the right ovary.

In order to differentiate between breast carcinoma metastasis and a primary renal tumor, a trucut biopsy of the kidney was performed and histopathological diagnosis of renal cell carcinoma was made. Subsequently right radical nephrectomy with total abdominal hysterectomy was performed. Macroscopic examination of the right nephrectomy revealed a 9.5 cm yellowish tumor mass with smooth borders. The uterus measured 14 cm longitudinally, 10 cm transversely and 8 cm anteroposteriorly. On cut sections, the endometrial thickness was 1-2 mm, and on serial sections of myometrium, a well circumscribed, yellow colored 9 x 6 cm nodule was seen. The right and left ovaries measured 3 x 1.5 x 1 cm and 4 x 2 x 1.5 cm, respectively. Cut surface of both ovaries revealed no specific findings.

On microscopic examination, the renal tumor showed a solid growth pattern consisting of cells with abundant clear cytoplasm and small hyperchromatic nuclei, which was consistent with clear cell RCC with a low nuclear grade. The tumor was confined to the kidney without any involvement of perirenal fat tissue. Scattered through the RCC, aggregates of discohesive tumor cells with more vesicular nuclei and scanty eosinophilic cytoplasm were noticeable (Figures 1, 2). These tumor cells which represented the metastatic carcinoma cells stained positive for cytokeratin 7, e-cadherin and estrogen while RCC cells were negative for these markers (Figures 3, 4a). High molecular weight cytokeratin was positive only in metastatic carcinoma cells while vimentin was positive only in RCC cells (Figure 4b). Epithelial membrane antigen was positive, whereas GCDFP15, and progesterone were negative, in both tumor cells. With the help of immunohistochemical findings, the diagnosis of “invasive lobular carcinoma metastatic to renal cell carcinoma” was made. Histological examination of the total hysterectomy specimen disclosed an atrophic endometrium and ILC infiltration in the myometrium of the uterine corpus, isthmus, cervix and right ovary. The nodule in the myometrium was composed of smooth muscle admixed with mature adipose tissue that is compatible with the diagnosis of lipoleiomyoma. Lipoleiomyoma was also infiltrated by ILC (Figure 5). No other specific findings were detected in hysterectomy specimen including ovaries.
FIGURE 3a: Cytokeratin 7 positivity in metastatic breast carcinoma, (x400).

FIGURE 3b: Estrogen positivity in nuclei of metastatic breast carcinoma, (x400).

FIGURE 4a: Cytoplasmic E-cadherin positivity in metastatic breast carcinoma, (x400).

FIGURE 4b: Vimentin is positive in renal cell carcinoma, metastatic tumor cells are negative, (x400).

FIGURE 5a: Breast carcinoma metastatic to the cervix, (Hemotoxylen-Eosin, x40).

FIGURE 5b: Invasive lobular carcinoma of the breast metastatic to the uterine lipoleiomyoma, (Hemotoxylen-Eosin, x 40).
The patient died two weeks after her discharge from the hospital.

**DISCUSSION**

The coexistence of two primary malignant neoplasms in the same host is not an unusual clinical entity, whereas tumor to tumor metastasis is a rare phenomenon. Since Campbell et al. reported the first case of tumor to tumor metastasis in 1968, approximately 150 cases have been reported.3,4 Lung carcinoma followed by breast, prostate, and thyroid carcinomas serve as the most frequent donor sites.4 Renal cell carcinoma followed by sarcoma is the most common malignant recipient tumors where meningioma is the most common benign recipient tumor of metastasis. Prostate, breast, colon, bladder, and non-Hodgkin lymphomas are the most common malignancies that are associated with RCC.1 According to Sella and Ro,5 when RCC coexists with other malignancies, the incidence of tumor to tumor metastasis is 15%. The reason for RCC being the most frequent recipient is attributed to its rich vascular supply and its glycogen and lipid-rich cells which create a suitable environment for acceptance and growth of donor tumor cells.1,4

As metastases from breast cancer are concerned, intracranial meningiomas are the most frequently reported recipient tumors.6 There have been only four reported cases of breast carcinoma metastatic to RCC, three of which being autopsy cases.1 Although this occurrence is very rare, histopathologic diagnosis of invasive ductal carcinoma metastatic to conventional RCC might not cause differential diagnostic difficulty due to the overt different morphology of the two tumors. In our case, metastatic lobular carcinoma of the breast was scattered all through the renal cell carcinoma, resembling the recipient tumor with more eosinophyllic cytoplasm and a higher nuclear grade. Immunohistochemistry helps in diagnosis. In our case, CK 7 was positive in only ILC cells. GCDFP15, a glycoprotein identified in the cyst fluid of cystic breast, which is considered as a marker of apocrine differentiation, is also used as an immunohistochemical marker of breast cancer. Positive GCDFP15 staining was found only in %23 of carcinomas without apocrine features.7 In our case, GCDFP-15 was negative in both RCC and breast carcinoma. E-cadherin, an epithelium specific molecule involved in cell to cell adhesion is markedly reduced or absent in majority of ILC when compared to IDC.7 In our case, E-cadherin showed cytoplasmic positivity without any membranous staining in tumor cells of ILC where tumor cells of RCC were all negative. De Leeuw et al.8 reported that 84% of ILC had complete negative membranous staining and 56% of these cases had cytoplasmic staining for E-cadherin. Kowalski et al.9 also reported that both metastatic foci and primary ILC had accumulation of E-cadherin in the cytoplasm of the neoplastic cells without any membranous staining. They concluded that ILC had different pattern of E-cadherin expression both at the primary tumor and metastatic sites which in turn suggests a different role for this marker in ILC.

Metastasis to female genital tract from extragenital sites are not common although the ovaries are most commonly affected.10 Breast and gastrointestinal tumors are the most common tumors which metastasize to female genital tract.11 Among breast tumors, lobular carcinoma is the most common type which metastasizes to uterus. Uterine leiomyoma very rarely harbour metastatic tumor and to date 14 surgical and eight autopsy cases of leiomyoma with metastatic breast cancer have been documented.10 However among these cases, there is only one lipoleiomyoma harbouring breast cancer metastasis which is in the form of an invasive ductal carcinoma.12

In conclusion, our case was a very rare and an unique case involving the following conditions; i) ILC metastasis to RCC, ii) the first ILC metastasis to lipoleiomyoma, iii) ILC metastasis to both a malignant and a benign tumor, and iv) ILC metastasis to female genital organs. The possibility of a tumor to tumor metastasis should be considered when a different morphology is encountered in a tumor. In addition, a detailed microscopic examination to detect a possible focus of metastatic tumor in an ordinary RCC should not be neglected since the most common tumor to tumor metastasis recipient tumor is RCC.
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